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Abstract: This paper aims to analyze the impacts of a backup agreement contract on the performance
of a small agricultural producers’ citrus supply chain. A backup agreement contract, which ensures
for each echelon that a quantity of products will be bought independently of real demand, is proposed
to coordinate a three-echelon supply chain, aimed at improving income. After presenting an overview
of the literature that shows various coordination mechanisms but no backup agreement proposals for
supply chain coordination, this paper develops a decentralized three-echelon supply chain facing
stochastic customer demand and includes the backup agreement as a coordination mechanism to
guarantee a balanced relationship between the chain members. The model is tested in a real case
study in Colombia, and a sensitivity analysis is provided. Results show that a backup agreement
contract coordinates the small agricultural producers’ supply chain and improves income for each
echelon, especially for the small producer. However, the economic mechanism complexity can limit
coordination among echelons, mainly because of a lack of trust and consolidated supply capacity
from small farmers. The foregoing requires the development of an associative structure by small
producers, which is proposed as future research work.

Keywords: backup agreement; supply chain; small producer networks; coordination; decentralization

1. Introduction

The supply chain, according to [1], is an integrated system that allows coordinating
flows and processes from the raw materials to the final acquisition of a product by a cus-
tomer. That system includes a wide number of stakeholders, like manufacturers, suppliers,
carriers, warehouses, retailers, and even customers. In consequence to improve the perfor-
mance and the business processes of a supply chain, coordination through integration, in
an efficient, effective [2] and sustainable [3] manner, is essential. Supply chain management,
according to [4], allows coordination between the parts of a supply chain, called echelons,
to achieve efficient flows of products, services, information and decisions that provide
value to the customer and improvements in the organization performance. As stated by [5]
a supply chain in which echelons make decisions in isolation does not allow reaching
adequate performance levels and is said to be an uncoordinated decentralized chain. On
the other hand, if decision-making is done jointly, it is said to be a coordinated decentralized
supply chain, which allows better performance, translated into revenue. Coordination
requires an effort between the parties to work toward shared objectives [6]. Coordination
and collaboration importance is supported by the improvement of internal and external
processes, as well as the competitiveness, performance and organizational success in the
echelons [7]. Coordination mechanisms as a strategy to achieve better performance have
been deployed in different types of supply chains. Ref. [8] presents a coordination mecha-
nism implementation in a humanitarian logistics chain, achieving cost reductions, increased
capacity and improvements in care level. On the other hand, there are barriers to achieving
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coordination. Ref. [9] shows 10 case studies to establish how barriers between partners
in a supply chain, affect performance and innovation and development processes. In the
case of small farmers in agricultural supply chains, the lack of coordination mechanisms
to achieve some integration level is translated into lower incomes mainly for those small
agricultural producers, so the initial echelon [10].

However, integration in a decentralized supply chain is considered a complex problem,
in view of independent decision-making in the network. Indeed, integration affects the
flows between the links in the supply chain, and consequently income for each echelon of
the supply chain. In a small agricultural producer’s supply chain, the initial echelon (i.e.,
that of agricultural produces) is the most affected in terms of income. In a decentralized
supply chain, independent actors make decisions at different stages of the chain [11].
These conditions are not favorable to the small farmer in income distribution terms taking
into account, their limited access to commercial networks, even affecting their economic
sustainability. According to the International Council of Food Security of FAO [12] (United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, Rome, Italy), small producers are the main
suppliers of long and complex supply chains, however, they always depend on third actors
(intermediary, retailer) that buy them their products. In Colombia, small farmers located in
the rural area must face, according to the National Planning Department (https://www.dnp.
gov.co, accessed on 22 March 2022), limitations related to low access to productive assets
(land, water resources, financing) in amounts necessary to generate efficient production
systems. Moreover, the low capacities developed to manage those assets are restrictive
elements for small agricultural producers’ economic development.

The citrus sector is of high importance in this country. Since 2012, fruit production in
Valle del Cauca Colombia, represents one of the great business opportunities in the agricul-
tural sector, with a 10% share of the total national production (535, 989 MT), according to
the Commerce Chamber report 2014. In 2013, Valle del Cauca generated exports valued at
USD 1.1 million, registering a growth of 28.2%, and sales were represented by citrus fruits.

Within the development strategies of the Valle del Cauca fruit plan, it seeks to
strengthen links in production chains to capitalize on growth, promote articulations be-
tween different chains and reduce the effects of producers’ disintegration, through coopera-
tives or associations. In this sense, the authors of [13] emphasize cooperation importance
rather than confrontation in the agri-food supply chain, especially in perishable foods. Con-
sequently [14] states that a successful value chain must have mechanisms for cooperation
and restoration of the parties’ joint interdependence. Guaranteeing the product supply
and high quality implies committing from the producer echelon to the retailer. The above
facilitates communication, increases the transfer information capacity to develop strategic
plans in the face of variable demands, reduces logistics and transaction costs, guarantees
less waste, and eliminates bottlenecks. Even the coordination mechanisms implementa-
tion allows establishing agreements with stable marketing parameters, achieving greater
equity in terms of the benefits generated in the supply chain globally and individually
for each echelon. Integration strategies have shown benefits in different problems related
to agricultural supply chains. Ref. [15] addresses an inventory routing problem (IRP) for
fresh products supply chains, showing that horizontal collaboration between suppliers
contributes to reducing the total cost and emissions in the logistics system. The author
points out that the small provider achieves better profits through collaboration. IRP deals
with the simultaneous routing and inventories study, whose proper management has a
major impact on the supply chain’s global performance. It currently considers objectives
such as the minimization of food waste, energy use and emissions [16]. According to [17],
inventory control systems with integration between echelons allow for maximizing the
total value generated in the supply chain. Integration must be supported by information
exchange in real time to achieve synchronization between demand and inventory level,
which improves efficiency and reduces logistics costs. Ref. [18] show how vertical and
horizontal integration improve effectiveness in an agricultural supply chain. In the first,
harvesting, storage and distribution activities in an agricultural activity in a company
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are integrated and, in the second, the horizontal collaboration between heterogeneous
agricultural companies for products distribution is evaluated. Integration is an issue that
has been discussed for several years when [19] addressed the problem of efficiency based
on the relationships established between the echelons in the chain. Since then, the com-
petitive environment required making agreements between echelons to successfully meet
the new market conditions. Based on the foregoing, these authors defined four states of
evolution toward integration in the chain as: open negotiation, cooperation, coordination
and collaboration.

According to [9], collaboration is a strategy that requires joint planning to achieve
shared goals, involving cooperation between autonomous members of the supply chain.
Collaboration has to do with the mutually beneficial relationships that are formed between
echelons to share better results and benefits. These relationships are based on appropriate
levels of trust [20], information exchange [21,22], joint decisions at strategic, tactical and
operational planning levels [23,24] and resource sharing levers and limitations [24], which
have a direct impact on the robustness of supply chain integration processes. However,
authors such as [21,22,25,26] have studied the fact that the great integration challenge is to
overcome the lack of trust, dependency and power relations between consecutive echelons.
These elements become inhibitors of collaboration. On the other hand, [27] applied a
maturity analysis model to implement a coordination mechanism in a small agricultural
producer’s supply chain in Colombia. A great implementation opportunity of integration
mechanisms is identified, considering the potential benefits offered to the small producer
in improving their income.

Rural activity in Colombia, according to the National Development Plan 2018–2022
(https://www.dnp.gov.co/DNPN/Paginas/Plan-Nacional-de-Desarrollo.aspx, accessed
on 22 March 2022), contributes 6.9% of added value and generated 16.7% of jobs in the
country in 2017. However, the conditions in the countryside continue to be limited, due
to the persistent poverty conditions, the low level of infrastructure, the limited ability to
access marketing chains and the low levels of adding value to products, among others. In
Colombia, DANE (2018) reports for 2017, multidimensional poverty in the populated and
dispersed rural sector reached 36.6% and monetary poverty reached 36%

According to the small agricultural supply chain mentioned above, it can be pointed
out that it is a decentralized chain. Supply chains from the decision-making approach
can be classified as centralized; “when there is a single decision maker in the SC” [11] or
decentralized “when several independent actors make decisions in the different stages of
the SC”.

Integration in supply chains has been defined [19] as an evolutionary state, which starts
with open negotiation and finishes in collaboration between members in the supply chain.
That collaboration is the best state of integration, where strategic agreements between the
partners are required, understanding that they belong to different organizations. Usually,
centralization in decision-making is not possible but there are joint agreements that allow
the best performance in the chain. However, when it comes to integration in decentralized
chains, there are great cultural barriers and even, mistrust between the actors [28], which
make this a difficult task. Authors such as those of [28] proposed coordination mechanisms
as an alternative to solve these difficulties. The main mechanisms are [29]: information
sharing through electronic data interchange (EDI), collaborative supply chain management
techniques such as VMI (Inventory Management by the supplier) or CPFR (Collaborative
Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment, as well as bilateral or multiparty collaboration
formalized by supply contracts, which is this work focused.

In this sense, the authors of [5] relate some supply contracts such as: Price-only
Contracts, Quantity Discount Contracts, Revenue-sharing Contracts, Franchise Contracts,
Sales Rebate Contracts and Backup Agreement, which allow the coordination of the chain,
improving its economic performance. The Backup Agreement is addressed in this work,
which according to [11] are agreements established between supplier and buyer, to regulate
the good or service purchases. It allows maintaining the fixed price, even if there are
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changes in the market. Backup contracts allow the seller to maintain a support inventory
after the first delivery is done. A buyer can make the decision to buy all the remaining
units maintaining the initial contract conditions when observing demand behavior. In case
the buy option is not used, the buyer will pay a penalty for not buying the agreed backup
inventory. The backup agreement is intended to help the supplier to reduce the demand
uncertainty impact on their income.

Authors such as those of [19] assure that the supply chain integration guarantees
greater benefits in cost reduction and better performance. Additionally, they define collabo-
ration as the best strategy for integration in supply chains, where there is no centralization
in decision-making. Through empirical evidence, Ref. [30] establishes that the higher
levels of integration, the greater the competitive capabilities and business results. On the
other hand, supply chain integration is related to coordination mechanisms, aligning and
interconnecting business processes both inside and outside the company [31]. Furthermore,
supply chain collaboration benefits are discussed in [32] identifying success cases in diverse
supply chains ranging from the automotive industry to the meat industry. Defines agility
and collaboration in supply chains as two strategic tools that support competitiveness in
the face of globalized market conditions, increased competition and evident volatility. Also,
information exchange, as well as the use of technologies, is decisive in the integration pro-
cess’s success. However, the collaboration performance in fresh produce supply chains can
be affected by factors such as lack of knowledge of the benefits of collaborative work sys-
tems, little desire for change, absence of a collaborative culture, lack of trust, technology and
information, social relationships, respect for the environment, sustainability, security and
protection. Thus, performance systems of collaborative processes are influenced by various
factors that are decisive in achieving collaborative scenarios [32]. Coordination mecha-
nisms are used to motivate the decentralized chain members to get better performances
in the supply chain [33]. In the literature, four coordination mechanisms are identified,
according to [28,34], such as Contracts, to Share Information, Joint decision making and
Information technology. According above discussion, coordination mechanisms can be
affected by barriers that influence the performance of collaborative systems. In this sense,
an approach for understanding the relationship between coordination mechanisms pre-
sented in [28,34] and the barriers that influence the performance of collaborative systems as
mentioned [32] is presented in Figure 1. Complementarity proposed by the two approaches
is identified and even more in relation to a collaborative performance system. It is possible
to state that coordination mechanisms will be influenced by each aspect presented in [32]
and will determine the collaborative performance system level.

This work focuses particularly on the contract coordination mechanism and, studies
the backup agreement as an integration mechanism in a small agricultural supply chain in
a developing country. More precisely, the present paper aims to present a backup contract
as a coordination mechanism in small agricultural producers’ supply chains, which are by
nature decentralized. More precisely, a backup contract is formulated in a decentralized
supply chain of small agricultural producers located in the center of Valle del Cauca,
Colombia, in an interactive problem-solving approach. The coordination mechanism
proposed allows the improvement of the chain performance and income level of the small
producers. The mathematical model that underlies the backup contract is presented, the
income behavior is studied and particularly the income of the producer. It is concluded
that this type of contract allows the improvement of the performance and incomes in the
supply chain.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the justification and presentation of
the interactive problem-solving approach and the case used to develop it are presented.
Section 3 shows the main descriptive results of the case study and the developments made
to define the main needs and decision issues to build the model. Section 4 presents the
proposed model to analyze the impacts of a backup agreement contract on a decentralized
supply chain with three echelons and stochastic demands, as well as the results of the
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model application on the proposed case and its sensitivity analysis. Finally, Sections 5 and 6
present the generalization and implication issues, and the main conclusions of this work.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Study, Justification, Presentation and Data

To identify, characterize and account for the coordination mechanisms and backup
agreement issues in Colombian small producers’ citrus supply chains, we propose a mixed
case study approach. A mixed-method case study combines a qualitative case study
approach with a quantitative data production procedure (either company-based data
collection, questionnaire-based data collection or OR-based data production via optimiza-
tion) in order to both qualify and quantify a complex phenomenon. Thus, an OR-based
mixed-method case study approach allows to both study complex phenomena within their
contexts (as in qualitative case studies [35]) and provide at the same time, data issued
from optimization (as in operations-research case studies [36]) but with a strong contextual-
based, reality representation viewpoint [37]. Therefore, before the presentation of the case
study, it is important to present the main assumptions and choices made to select it [38]:

1. Aim of the case study: The aim of the case study is to identify the characteristic
aspects of small producers’ supply chain in a developing country, in order to evaluate
their performance when using a backup agreement as a coordination mechanism.
In addition, the aim is to evaluate the coordination mechanism impact on the better
income distribution throughout the chain and, in particular, on the small agricultural
producer is an additional purpose.

2. Nature, methodological path and type of case study: Taken into account the aim and,
the literature review section, the case study proposed here will be an abductive one,
based on the notion of the “modeling and optimization cycle of Ackoff” (explained
in [39]). Indeed, the methodological path of the case study starts with a qualitative
characterization of the field, the analysis of the observed reality, to then define a first
optimization problem, solve it and propose the first solution. Then, with the field
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stakeholders, the solution is validated or improved, as well as the decision problem, if
needed, to ensure that the representation of the observed reality fits the stakeholders’
needs and visions. Once all the field, decision problem, optimization model and
solution are considered satisfactory, the problem can be considered solved.

3. Number and selection criteria of the case study/studies: The case study is one of
the most appropriate methods to learn about a real situation, where complex causal
relationships explanation, detailed descriptions, generating theories or accepting
exploratory theoretical positions, analyzing changes processes and studying a phe-
nomenon that is ambiguous, complex and uncertain is required (Ref. [39]). In this
research, three criteria are defined to use the case study methodology, they are: The
contracts theory has not been widely applied in small agricultural producers’ supply
chain even less in developing countries [10], which offers opportunities to deepen in a
field where research and applied theory are in their preliminary phases. As the second
criteria, because it is a practical problem where the small producer experiences are
important to survey agricultural practices information and the related data. Finally,
as the third criteria, the context related to small farmers, a developing country and
the low income levels, are special interest topics in this research work.

4. Data collection methods: This research is a deductive case study, where the existing
theory on contracts as coordination mechanisms in decentralized supply chains is
used to investigate a phenomenon focused on small agricultural producer chains.
During the study case development, it is intended to test the existing theory to be
confirmed or rejected. A supply chain of small citrus producers located in the center
of Valle del Cauca in Colombia, South America, is taken as a case. Both secondary
and primary sources are used to obtain information. The first allows establishing
the number of small producers in the geographic area. In this case, the Rural Direct
Technical Assistance Users Registration (RUAT) is consulted. In Colombia, it is an
instrument in which small and medium-sized producers who access the rural direct
technical assistance service offered by the government are registered. As a result,
a total of 283 small and medium-sized citrus producers were identified, located in
eight (8) villages in the rural area in a municipality in Valle del Cauca, Colombia.
Subsequently, primary sources consultation is used with a survey. The survey was
applied to 99 producers, equivalent to 34.98% of the total population. Due to the
fact that there is a known population of small agricultural producers, simple random
sampling is used as a strategy, which allows calculating a representative sample and
reduces 40 biases. The sample representativeness is validated using a confidence level
of 90% and an error margin of 7% as estimation parameters. A representative sample
of 93 farmers is obtained, which allows inferring that a sample of 99 farmers consulted
is suitable for study.
The interview was used to apply the survey with 67 questions that inquire about:
A. Strategic aspects: Crop location decisions, fruit to be grown and planting season.
Additionally, on input and resource budgets and environmental management plans.
B. Tactical aspects: Preparation for planting, harvest programming, negotiation mod-
els, product traceability control, transportation and sales planning B. Operational
aspects: Harvesting processes, personnel hiring, pricing, inventory policy, among the
most important aspects. Finally, based on this information, the data required for the
backup contract model formulation is obtained.

5. Epistemological issues: The case study is based on the Social System Thinking vision
of [40], for which a problem needs to be approached beyond disciplines, in a systemic,
purposeful viewpoint (i.e., identifying the system’s purpose as well as each of its
indivisible parts, its individual purposes, and the interactions between those parts that
make the system work as a whole). That is extremely connected to the methodological
path presented in the next subsection.
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2.2. The Problem Solving Framework

Coordination in decentralized chains has been shown to improve their performance.
In this sense, two analysis scenarios are presented: the supply chain performance without
the backup contract as the first scenario, and the behavior applying the contract as a
coordination mechanism. This analysis is done in income terms throughout the chain.
The case study includes three echelons (small producer, intermediary and retailer) in the
supply chain. To make this analysis, an iterative procedure of problem-solving (illustrated
in Figure 2) is proposed:
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In an interactive and iterative problem, the fundamental purpose is to obtain a so-
lution that suits the decision maker, who is, in the current case, a group of stakeholders
instead of a unique individual. The procedure of problem solving needs first to identify the
situation to address and the decision problem to solve, for this data collection and observa-
tion procedures are needed (as explained in Section 2.1. while presenting the case study
methodology). Then, once the decision variables and problem are defined, a first model
can be made, and a solution is found (problem-solving phase). After that, the suitability
of this solution, then of the model, and finally of the represented decision problem need
to be assessed (solution problem). To do that, both sensitivity analysis and exchange with
stakeholders are included.

If either the solution, model or decision problem is considered not to suit the rep-
resented reality, then can be modified (the one that is considered as not suitable) and
re-validated until all three are considered satisfactory for all stakeholders. In the following,
we present the case study with the sensitivity analysis and the model considered the most
suitable to solve the decision problem addressed in this research.
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3. Implementation and Results of Analysis
3.1. Casestudy General Information

As previously mentioned, a small citrus supply chain producer is taken as a case study.
This supply chain has 99 producers, 7 intermediaries and 5 retailers consulted. It is a supply
chain with three echelons: producers, intermediaries and retailers. One of the biggest costs
for the producer is labor and raw material or supplies used in the crop. Weekly product
sales are 377 kg/week on average, and its sale price has an average value of $1523. Price
is mostly conditioned by the intermediaries. Otherwise, the producer can decide the sale
price based on criteria such as demand, input prices and sales projections. Not all small
producers bear storage or inventory management costs. They estimate a savings cost of
$228/kg.

On the other hand, intermediary presents an average weekly sale between 209 kg and
330 kg. Purchasing price from the producer is determined through direct negotiation. This
value is $953.55/kg on average. Profit percentages in the intermediary echelon are between
30% and 50%. The biggest cost for the intermediary is the fruit purchased cost from the
small producer.

Finally, the retailer presents a weekly demand of between 1000–1500 kilos, the total
marketing cost is $179.65/kilo.

The backup agreement has an economic penalty (b) to the intermediary, for units not
taken within the agreement. Under operating criteria such as costs, percentage of product
loss in the producer, it is established as penalty cost within the contract as follows:

b = Producer Cost *(% of untaken units). (1)

According to the supply chain characterization, the sale price, demand in each echelon
and commercial activity costs will be used as relevant factors.

It is intended to improve the flow of resources, information and money by applying
a backup contract model, which as a coordination mechanism allows harmonizing of the
relationships between echelons in the chain. To verify the contract’s success, the profits
optimization is translated to income terms for each supply chain member.

To carry out the mathematical model programming, the optimization software IBM
ILOG CPLEX was used, through the Optimization Studio, which allows for generating a
prescriptive analytical solution of the model.

3.2. Proposed Model Application and Results Discussion

Data were obtained from a set of surveys carried out to small farmers, intermediaries
and retailers as aforementioned, in a citrus supply chain. The structure of the surveys
and the characterization method and results are presented in [27]. In this work, we do
not focus on stakeholders’ and process characterization but on cost and revenue structure
and their variation considering two scenarios. The first is a non-coordinated decentralized
supply chain scenario, which represents the situation before the deployment of the backup
agreement as coordination mechanism. As a second scenario, a coordinated decentralized
supply chain using a backup agreement as a coordination mechanism is shown.

Before analyzing the scenarios, it is important to present the main results of the cost
(Figure 3) and revenue structure (Table 1 for scenario 1 and Figure 4 for scenario 2). Figure 3
shows that costs to the retailer represent 50.7% and in the producer 17% of the total cost in
the supply chain. This difference is mainly due to weak registration and control methods
implemented in the producer echelon. However, retailers keep a precise and organized
cost control system.
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According to the results (See Table 1), profits increase in the downstream supply chain.
The less profit generated in the small producer echelon can be evidenced. The absence of
supply chain integration is a potential cause, where the small producer is subject to the
intermediary and retailer conditions in price and order quantity terms among others.

Table 1. Chain profit results without backup agreement.

Profits Per Echelon

Small producer $484
Intermediary $891

Retailer $1404
Supply Chain Profits $2780
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On the other hand, the results for the second scenario, that is, with a backup agreement
show a more balanced profit-sharing, in which producers reach the highest revenues of the
chain (Figure 4). Indeed, in the first scenario, producers have less than half of the revenue
of intermediaries and less than 1/3 of that of the retailers. In the second scenario, producers
have 1.5 the revenue of intermediaries and nearly the same revenue of retailers, although a
little higher.

Once the backup agreement is implemented, profits increase is observed and, flows
are regulated along the supply chain. A decrease in the intermediary profits share in the
supply chain is observed, due to the economic penalties policy for not taking units included
in the backup agreement.

The integration mechanism requires a sharing of both the product loss risk and greater
profit by each echelon in the supply chain. A comparison of profits generated in the supply
chain, with and without a backup agreement, is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Profits with and without backup agreement. (Source: Authors).

Echelon Without
Contract With Contract Profits Variation

($) Percentage (%)

Producer $484 $1640 $1156 239%
Intermediary $891 $1072 $180 20%

Retailer $1404 $1544 $139 10%
Supply Chain

Profit $2780 $4256 $1476 53%

As is shown in Table 2, an increase of 53.10% in the supply chain total profits is
achieved once the backup agreement is applied. This is achieved because contract policies
regulate purchases in concordance with demand. On the other hand, the decentralized
supply chain coordinated with the backup agreement shows a profits increase for each
echelon. The foregoing allows motivating the chain members to use the contract. Finally, the
small producer is who receives the greatest economic benefit after the backup agreement is
applied. This is largely due to the better supply management within the chain. Speculation
is controlled and the risks associated with the product not selling are shared.

However, it is necessary to address the economic mechanism that allows structuring
relations in the supply chain studied within the framework of coordination mechanism
implementation such as the backup agreement. According to [40], an economic mechanism
refers to the combination of economic, organizational and administrative levers, and
methods that regulate organizational structures to get efficient results. Based on the above,
in this work, the economic mechanism is understood as the organizational structure that is
required by the small producer to interact efficiently downstream in the supply chain and
achieve an adequate coordination mechanism implementation. As mentioned in [42,43],
small agricultural producers in Latin America have limited access to marketing networks
that allow them to improve their income. Market disconnection and the sustenance needs
generate unfavorable conditions in products price settings. Also, disarticulation of planting
and harvesting practices and their limited associative capacity generates an imbalance in
the income distribution in the agricultural supply chain. In this sense, Ref. [44] classifies
small agricultural producers into three categories from the point of view of value generation
capacity: Those of subsistence, those linked to small undeveloped value chains, and a
third category which corresponds to a small proportion, linked to well-defined value
chains. However, small farmers tend to prefer group actions to individual ones, mainly
when risk- and cost-sharing allows them to increase their benefits [45]. Thus, authors such
as [46–48] have raised the need to strengthen associative models among small producers,
to achieve supply consolidation and improve negotiation conditions. Associative models
such as cooperatives and associations are the economic mechanisms that, according to
authors such as [49,50], allow the best performance of these relationships in the chain.
Cooperatives according to [48], are non-profit organizations, which are created for the
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social benefit of a group of people. These organizations that belong to the solidarity sector
of the economy, work by associating a number of people, taxpayers, managers and workers
in the cooperative. On the other hand, Ref. [51] defines Associations as groups of people
or institutions that work in a coordinated manner to obtain common benefits. In general,
it can be argued that the economic mechanism for the implementation of a coordination
mechanism such as the backup agreement requires the creation of an associative model
that allows the organization of small producers [52]. In Latin American countries, the
small producer is the echelon that frequently works informally and lacks an organizational
structure. In any case, it is necessary to delve into this topic in order to identify the most
appropriate economic mechanism in the context of a developing country, which is why it is
proposed for future research.

4. Proposed Model and Sensitivity Analysis

The newsvendor problem is the underlying model in most contracts to coordinate
supply chains [10]. It is a single-period inventory control model where the entity faces the
problem of a newspaper seller who must determine the quantity to buy before the sale
becomes effective, but who cannot replenish once the quantity to order Q has been selected.
Each missing unit is penalized with an opportunity cost and each surplus unit can be sold
at a salvage value. In addition, the demand is random.

The mathematical model presented below is a probabilistic model that is linked to the
decision-making knowledge area. The framework developed in this instance is identified as
a stochastic programming model where a non-trivial dimension mathematical optimization
problem is addressed. The backup agreement model handles the demand as a random
variable that is treated as the previously explained newsvendor problem. The profits
maximization is proposed as an objective function in a non-coordinated decentralized
scenario and a second scenario, where the objective function is also maximization and the
contract is used as a coordination mechanism and a win-win relationship is assumed to
motivate echelons participation.

This section presents the final model and the results obtained after problem-solving.
In order to explore model sturdiness a sensitivity analysis in different scenarios is done, in
which its performance is evaluated in regard to demand and producer costs variability, as
it happens in a real context.

4.1. Proposed Modeling Framework

Two models are shown to represent the decentralized supply chain before and after
the backup agreement as a coordination mechanism is applied. The main assumptions are
derived from the case study results and presented below.

Decentralized scenario modeling without contract.

- Assumptions

� There are no prior price agreements/relationships of opponents between actors.
� It is assumed that all the quantities’ flows through the supply chain are equal:

Q1 = Q2 = Q3.
� Intermediaries represent the dominant (or focal) echelon.
� There are no inventory policies.
� Profits generated by each echelon are related to their own activities’ costs.

- Sets

According to factor behaviors, such as sale price and cost variation in each echelon in
the supply chain, the following sets are established (Table 3):

a = {1,2,3} (2)

where 1: small producer; 2: intermediary; 3: retailer.
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Table 3. Parameters Decentralized scenario modeling without a contract.

Variable Description

E(D): Estimated demand
Cp: Production costs
Cm: Maintenance cost
Cy: Preparation cost
Q: Purchasing order quantity
r1: Product price according to link i

Cpp: Product purchasing cost from the producer
Cprc: Preparation cost intermediary
CA: Order Cost intermediary
Cit: Product purchasing cost from the intermediary

CA2: Retail Order Cost
Crieg: Risk cost

Ctrnas: Intermediary transport cost
C_D: Retail costs

- Parameters
- Decision variables

∏ a : Pro f it in each echelona (3)

- Objective Function: Maximize supply chain profits.

Max ∑a=3
a=1 ∏ a (4)

- Constraints

Constraint 1: Small Producer profit.

∏ 1 = E(D)[Q ∗ r1]− E(D)[Cp + Cm + Cy] (5)

Constraint 2: Intermediary profit

∏ 2 = E(D)[Q ∗ r2]− Cpp − E(D)[Cprc + Ctrnas + CA] Where : Cpp = Q ∗ r1 (6)

Constraint 3: Retail profit, generated

∏ 3 = E(D)[Q ∗ r3]− E(D)[CD + CA2 + Crieg]− Cit Where : Cit = Q ∗ r2 (7)

Contract model application.

- Assumptions

� An inventory policy is established.
� A penalty value (b) on the intermediary echelon profit is established.
� Two purchasing time periods (ε1; ε2) are established.
� Period demands are correlated.
� The retailer is the dominant echelon.
� No return policy is allowed, due to the nature of the supply chain

- Win-win condition with backup agreement application in the supply chain

To motivate the supply chain members to use a backup contract, it must be guaranteed
better income compared to that generated without a contract. This condition is formulated
as follows:

∏ Total pro f it with contract(x) > ∏ Total pro f it withoutcontract (a) (8)
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∏ Total pro f it with contract(x)
= [ε1(∏ + ∏ + ∏ ) + ε2(∏ 1 + ∏ + ∏ )]

(9)

∏ Total pro f it without contract (a) = ∏ 1 + ∏ 2 + ∏ 3 (10)

Total profits ∆ are distributed among the 3 supply chain echelons (See Figure 5):
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- Sets
x = {1,2,3} (11)

where 1: Small producer; 2: Intermediary; 3: Retailer.
- Parameters

The main parameters used in the model are defined in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Parameters Contract model application.

Variable Description

E(D): Estimated demand
Cp: Production costs
Cm: Maintenance cost
Cy: Producer preparation cost
Q: Purchasing order quantity
r1: Product price according to link i
Cp: Product purchasing costs from the producer
Cpr: Intermediary preparation cost
CA: Cost of ordering intermediary
Cit: Product purchasing costs from the intermediary

Cm2: Inventory Carrying Cost
CA2: Retail Order Cost
Crieg: Risk cost

P: Product percentage for the first delivery established in the backup agreement
(1-V): Sales Percentage

w: Percentage of units not taken within the contract
b: Economic penalty per unit not taken within the contract

Ch: Inventory maintenance cost of units not taken within the contract

Cph: Penalty cost to the intermediary for not taking the units within the backup
agreement (intermediary)

m: Penalty cost in percentage for units not taken within the contract (Retailer)

- Decision variables

∏ x : Pro f it in each echelon x (12)

- Objective Function: Profit maximization in the supply chain with a backup agreement

Max ∑a=3
a=1 ∏ x (13)
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- Constraints

The proposed model includes two purchasing time periods (ε1; ε2). Constraints are
based on a three echelons supply chain once the backup agreement begins.

The backup agreement’s initial conditions are defined in the first period of time such
as: units in backup, fixed price for the backup units, total production order and penalty
cost for untaken units. Likewise, order costs for intermediary and retail are included in
constraints. FF.
Constraint 1: Small Producer profit according to estimated demand E(D). Period 1.

∏ (QP, ε1)
∏ = r1[QP](1 − v)− E(D)Cp − E(D)[Cm ∗ Q[1 − p]]− E(D) ∗ Q[cy] + Cm + Cy]

(14)

Constraint 2: Intermediary profit according to estimated demand E(D). Period 1.

∏ = r2[QP]− Cpp − E(D)[Cprc + Ctrans + CA] Where : Cpp = Qp ∗ r1 (15)

Constrain 3: Retailer profit according to estimated demand E(D). Period 1

∏ = r3[QP]− Cit − E](D)[CD + CA2 + Crieg] Where : Cit = Qp ∗ r2 (16)

In the second time period, once the intermediary and retailer know the demand
behavior, they use the backup inventory agreed. Parameters as percentage taken and
not from backup agreed inventory included in the contract and, the respective economic
penalties to calculate profits in the supply chain.
Constraint 4: Small Producer profit according to estimated demand E(D). Period 2

∏ (Q(1 − P), ε2)
∏ = r1 ∗ Q(1 − P)(1 − v) + b[Q(1 − P) ∗ w]− E(D)Cp − w[Ch]− E(D) ∗ Q[Cy]

(17)

Constrain 5: Intermediary profit according to estimated demand E(D). Period 2.

∏ = r2 ∗ Q(1 − P)− Cpp − Cph − E(D)[Cprc + Ctrans + CA]
Where : Cpp = Q(1 − P) ∗ r1 Where : Cph = b ∗ Q(1 − P) ∗ w (18)

Constraint 6: Retailer profit according to estimated demand E(D). Period 2

∏ = r3 ∗ Q(1 − P)− Cit − E(D)[CD + CA2 + Crieg]
Where : Cit = Q(1 − P) ∗ r2 + m ∗ Cph

(19)

Constraint 7: Total profits during two purchasing periods.

∏ Total pro f its with contract(x)
= [ε1(∏ + ∏ + ∏ ) + ε2(∏ + ∏ + ∏ )]

(20)

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Scenario #1—Demand Variation

The variation in demand is established with an increase of 50% and a decrease of 60%.
The results generated are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Profit Behaviour with demand variation (Source: Authors).

Echelon Without Contract With Contract
Profit (50%
Demand

Increasing)

Profit (60%
Demand

Decreasing)

Producer $484 $1640 $1857 $777
Intermediary $891 $1072 $1328 $913

Retailer $1404 $1544 $1693 $1428
Supply Chain

Profit $2780 $4256 $4879 $3084
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Regarding an optimistic or pessimistic demand scenario, the backup agreement guar-
antees a profit increase for each supply chain member.

Additionally, despite a pessimistic demand scenario, the profits remain higher in the
decentralized supply chain with coordination mechanisms regarding the supply chain
without a contract.

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis of Scenario #2—Costs Variation

In this scenario, the intermediary and producer costs are assumed as equal. The results
generated are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Profit Behaviour with costs variation (Source: Authors).

Echelon Without Contract With Contract Profits (Producer and
Intermediary Equal Cost)

Producer $484 $1640 $1523
Intermediary $891 $1072 $1567

Retailer $1404 $1544 $1716
Supply Chain Profit $2780 $4256 $4806

Considering intermediary and producer costs to be equal, profits increase in the supply
chain with the backup agreement, regarding the profits obtained in the chain without a
contract. This is largely due to the supply chain’s total cost decrease. Even though the
intermediary reaches a higher profit level in the chain, profits increase for all the supply
chain members in comparison with a supply chain without a contract.

5. General Main Implications

In consideration of public policies in developing countries, this research serves as
support to generate incentives that promote integration with the use of contracts that ensure
sustainability and better performance in the small agricultural producers’ supply chain.
In the food security field, the different coordination mechanisms can be leveraged with
strategies for food supply as Food Hubs. An implication that is even restrictive has to do
with tax and fiscal aspects that, although not included here, should be taken into account.
In developing countries, fiscal tax burdens become a greater restriction considering the
small producer’s level of poverty. A collaborative culture that motivates the emergence
of organizational models should be developed. Supporting the horizontal, vertical or
lateral integration would allow a successful economic mechanism. The purchases and sales
relationship practices with a transactional emphasis are a great barrier. This requires small
producers to organize themselves in associative models and managers downstream in the
supply chain to migrate to a collaborative negotiation style.

6. Recommendations and Conclusions

The backup agreement as a coordination mechanism in a decentralized fruit supply
chain allows the improvement of its performance and integration as well as income flow
between chain members. Results presented by the underlying backup agreement math-
ematical model confirm the profits optimization, in income terms. There is an increase
of 53.10% in the chain’s total profits. Small producers achieved greater participation in
the chain’s overall profit, its profits increased by 239%. This increase is largely due to
the contract policies, which promote a well-adjusted commercial relationship between
buyer and seller allowing to maintain a second backup inventory. The buyer can make the
decision to purchase the backup units according to demand. The backup agreement aims
to coordinate the supply chain in an uncertain demand environment. In this sense, the
backup agreement model involves the newsvendor problem as a strategy for estimating
random demand. The newsvendor model tries to decide the quantities that should be
purchased to maximize profits, taking into account the random demand and penalizing
the surplus stock. Finally, it can be established that the backup agreement application in a
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decentralized chain reduces individualism and opens the producers to actively participate
in the commercial decisions in the supply chain.

As a major limiting aspect in the research development, the small producers lack the
willingness to attend to the information gathering. Although the sample is representative,
from 283 small producers identified as a population, it was only possible to survey 99 due
to various difficulties in locating them. It is important also, to refer to the data variability
of production costs, production levels, sales prices reported by small producers. The lack
of control in the production process and even difference in some cultural practices for
planting and harvesting was evident. Finally, a limitation in the different echelons in the
supply chain has to do with change resistance, which can be called a cultural limitation to
changing the approach to doing business.

Based on the implications and limitations found, future research related to the risk
approach in the implementation of different contracts in the small agricultural produc-
ers’ supply chain is planned. Additionally, a more detailed study is proposed on the
chain maturity for contract models implementation, especially in intermediary and retailer
echelons, which maintain a dominant negotiation relationship. On the other hand, it is
considered pertinent to delve into the fiscal and tax implications of implementing these
contracts. Finally, selecting an associative model for small producers, using a multicrite-
ria decision model considering the developing countries’ context allows contributing to
breaking down the mistrust barrier, consolidating supply and unifying operational and
marketing practices.
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